
WAYFARERS TO CHERBOURG

On 1 7th June 2002 Wayfarers "Spree Lady" and "Now or Never"
made a passage from Lymington to Cherbourg as part of the UKWA
international- cruising-programme. We hope that -this log will.,promote
interest in Wayfaring and stimulate debate on the safety and
seamanship issues involved in small boat cruising, whether this is
pottering in your local estuary or venturing further afield. The trip
raised over £1000 in sponsorship for Sailability.

We slipped from Lymington Town Sailing Club at 15.45 in light SW winds
and followed the river on the ebb tide past Jack in the Basket and out
into the Solent. "Spree Lady" with Ralph Roberts and Michael Mead led
the way with myself and John Norman in "Now or Never" close behind.
This was the beginning of a passage that had been many months in
planning. Lymington Town Sailing Club had given us fantastic hospitality
for two days of preparation. Our initial plan had been to slip at 04.00 and
have a daylight sail to Cherbourg having chosen the longest summer days
and neap tides for the passage. John had been in contact with Navy
meteorology experts over several days previously and they were on hand
with an up to date forecast at our departure. With too much south in the
wind forecast for early in the day, we had abandoned a dawn start and
slept. We started out instead in the afternoon with a more auspicious
weather forecast of southwest to westerly winds of 5-15 knots. The only
nagging doubts were the poor visibility predicted overnight and the
increase in winds to 25 knots off the French coast next morning.
Although we had not intended a night sail, Ralph Roberts had plenty of
night experience in Wayfarers and was confident about the crossing. His
confidence was infectious and I felt quite relaxed about the prospect,
especially as we both had a bright masthead lights run from motorbike
batteries. These were to prove invaluable. All of our kit was carefully
chosen, tried and tested and securely stowed where we could find it
easily day or night.
We sailed over towards the Isle of Wight and tacked back towards Hurst
Castle making good progress down to the Needles Channel. John made
some final radio calls and phone calls before we passed the lighthouse,.
followed Ralph over the ledge and set a course of 170M towards
Cherbourg at 18.00. We planned to mark hourly GPS positions on our
laminated chart which was fastened with bungy to the thwarts along with
the laminated tidal atlas. The Isle of Wight rapidly became lost in mist
and we settled down to the long night ahead.



At around 20.00 John took a short rest in the bottom of the boat. The
visibility was closing in and as dusk fell, we began to hear fog horns. John
was up in a flash. It was unexpected. We had planned our departure so
that we-would arrive at the shipping.lanes-atdawn and cross in daylight
with the improved visibility which was forecast. Yet here we were, just
5-10 miles from the Needles, with shipping nearby. We saw a large ship
pass ahead and heard another pass astern. Ralph, who sails with his
outboard on the transom, suggested we rig our engine and we did this
quickly. After an hour or so the foghorns faded away and by 23.00 we
were enveloped in a damp, velvety blackness with the visibility down to
around 50 metres. John took the first sleep at midnight and I helmed on
through the night feeling surprisingly content. The profound silence of
the sea was broken only by the lapping of the water against the hull and
gentle snores from the bottom of the boat.

I reflected on some of the discussions about communications and safety
we had held on the lead up to the event. Solent Coastguard had strongly
recommended that we carry a satellite phone and an EPIRS in case we
needed rescuing. But these are expensive bits of kit and not easy to
borrow or hire as John found out. We genuinely felt that our primary
concern was to be self sufficient and competent to rescue each other.
We had VHF/DSC radios, mobile phones, GPS and a determination to stay
together. There is something very comforting about sailing in company
with another boat. In daylight we had chatted and joked. During the
night we kept close; always in sight of each other's steady masthead light
and often in talking distance to save the radio batteries. It's a
tremendous way of ensuring morale and safety by keeping each others
spirits up and sharing ideas on navigation and so on. When the wind died
we roped the boats together for half an hour and cast off again when a
gentle breeze came back. It was very damp with occasional drizzle and
the wallowing motion was making me feel slightly queasy, something
shared by Ralph and Michael. By 02.00 the wind died again and I was just
beginning to feel cold. John stirred and I handed over the helm and
settled down to sleep.

Now I had never really believed that people sleep in Wayfarers at sea but
I can say quite truthfully that when you are cold, queasy and tired, those
floor boards are as welcome as a feather bed! I slept very well for a
good two hours while John sailed, wallowed in the variable wind and towed
'Spree Lady" for a short time under outboard just to keep up some



progress southwards. The only disturbance to my dreams was a loud bang
on the hull followed by a shout from John that we had hit something. I
was up in an instant to free the large plank that had become lodged
between the boat and the rudder. Fortunately the damage was minimal
and with the rudder pushed on firmly again I went back to sleep until
dawn at 04.00.

Everything looks better in daylight and as the light grew and the visibility
began to improve, we took stock of our position. We had been taken over
ten miles east on the tide overnight with little progress southwards but
now the tide was turning west and the wind increasing to a steady 10
knots so we hoped we would soon be back on course. Most ships in the
west going lanes were still sounding their foghorns but one loomed over
the misty horizon without a sound and made us even more vigilant in
keeping a good lookout. At 06.00 John had breakfast of warm coffee and
almond croissants. Lots of accessible nibbles are important on a long
voyage. I decided to stick to sips of water. It's OK for men who can wee
over the side of the boat. I find the prospect of getting undressed in a
Wayfarer too difficult to contemplate for all sorts of reasons so once I
am zipped into my fleecy dungarees and dry suit that's it until the slipway!
A cast iron bladder is a definite must for women doing this sort of trip.

Hour by hour the GPS plots showed our steady progress southwards and
we began to scan the horizon for ships in the east going lane. The
visibility was good now with the cloud beginning to break up. A large P&O
freight carrier loomed bows onto our beam in the distance, obviously
destined to pass well astern. Another enormous freighter came over the
horizon and pulled steadily ahead of us passing a mile off our bows. One
more small ship steamed busily past and that was it. We put the outboard
engine back in the stern locker and looked forward to the last phase of
the journey. The main hazards of the passage were over with just the
increase in wind to watch for. It came as forecast just after 09.00.
Both boats quickly reefed the main sails and changed to working jibs. The
wind speeds increased to 20-25 knots with a change in the sea state to
choppy waves and white horses. This last part of the journey was a
cracking sail with waves breaking over the bows, self-bailers gurgling and
surprising speed towards Cherbourg. My fixes show that we covered the
final 15 miles at an average of 5 knots close hauled.

As the coastline become clearer, John decided it was time to hoist the
French courtesy flag and start communication with the shore. For around



fifteen minutes Now or Never was like an international call centre with
radio calls going out and phones ringing while I cursed and tried to keep
the boat f fat. John told me sternly that there were people worrying
about our safety and we must let them know we were OK. He was right,
of course,-so - subsided-into my balaclava and put my weight out a-few
more inches!

When we were about 8 miles off the French coast we needed to adjust
our final course to be upwind and uptide of the west entrance. The last
thing anyone wants after a long passage is a beat against tide and wind
because of an error in navigation. Cap de Hague was clearly visible and
far enough west for me to stop worrying about getting too close to the
fierce tides around that headland. After a GPS fix and consultation with
"Spree Lady" we adjusted our course to 200M with the aim of closing the
coast west of the west entrance. At 12.00 we passed the fairway buoy
and bore away for an easy down tide, down wind sail to Fort de L'Ouest
and into the shelter of the outer harbour. Here we changed sail to full
main and genoa again to make short work of the final two miles into the
inner harbour and Chantereyne Marina. We landed on the slipway at 13.15
where our ever patient ground crew were waiting with congratulations,
trailers and champagne. Next time I would plan to sail back after a rest
and some French cuisine, but this time I was happy to travel back to
England courtesy of P&O.

Jenny Jeffs John Norman, Rlalph Roberts and Michael Mead
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